GREAT IDEAS CAN
COME FROM ANYWHERE.
SO THIS PIECE
GOES EVERYWHERE.
In 2008, IdeaPaint launched dry erase paint to the world with one simple
goal in mind: to encourage everyone, every day to reach their creative and
productive potential. Our vision remains the same today, with products
that continue to push new boundaries (and make our customers happy).
We set out to create a new standard of mobile dry erase boards—to be
beautiful, functional, and highly flexible. Like the one you have here.
Our partnership with Primo Orpilla, co-founder of Studio O+A, and the
master crafters at Uhuru Design is creating new ways to work.

More information about IdeaPaint’s suite of collaboration tools:
www.ideapaint.ca // csr@dundasmatheson.com // 888.316.2122

LONG LIVE YOUR
MOBILE DRY ERASE BOARD:
IDEAPAINT USE & CARE
Follow these simple tips to get the most out of your IdeaPaint Mobile Board.
FIRST: DAMPEN THE INCLUDED MICROFIBER CLOTH AND WIPE DOWN YOUR BOARD.
WRITE: WE RECOMMEND USING IDEAPAINT OR EXPO LOW-ODOR DRY ERASE MARKERS.
Don’t have any on hand? Other high-quality dry erase markers should work too,
but it’s always wise to test your marker of choice on a small spot before diving in.

ERASE: FOR BEST RESULTS USE IDEAPAINT FOAM ERASERS OR MICROFIBER CLOTHS.

If after a while your writing starts to stick around, it’s time for cleaning mode.

CLEAN: AVOID BUILD-UP AND EXTEND THE LIFE OF YOUR IDEAPAINT MOBILE BOARD.
Use IdeaPaint Cleaner Spray and Microfiber Cleaning Cloths. Keep them handy
and use them often. Never use non-dry erase cleaners (like Windex or Clorox).
Accidentally use a permanent marker? Cover the stain with black dry erase ink,
then use IdeaPaint Cleaner and a Microfiber Cleaning Cloth to remove the mark.

MOVE: IDEAS IN MOTION.

Hive and Pivot come with locking casters. Step on the brake to lock into place,
and simply lift when you’re ready to roll.
To rotate Pivot from vertical board to bar-height table (and back again), loosen
each knob (turning counter-clockwise), flip the board into place, then tighten
each knob (turning clockwise).
Contact IdeaPaint with questions, or for additional assembly information:
www.ideapaint.ca // csr@dundasmatheson.com // 1-888-316-2122

